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Abstract. The computation of statistical properties in nonlinear parameter estimation is gener- 
ally carried out using the hessian matrix of the likelihood function according to approximated 
expressions of the type 5’6 N H-‘, where V, is the estimated variance-covariance matrix of 
the parameters, and H is the hessian matrix of the likelihood function .C at a maximum. It is 
shown in this paper that this approximation, based on local expansion of H, can lead to large 
deviations from the exact values whenever the truncation of C after the second term of the 
expansion is not sufficient. Furthermore, a method for continuously monitoring the validity of 
this approximation is proposed, and an alternative procedure is examined for the computation 
of Va, whenever the usual estimation based on the hessian matrix cannot be used. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Whenever parameters are estimated from normally distributed experimental data using the 
maximum likelihood principle, we generally have to solve the following optimization problem 
or (& - E’)~ V-l@- g’) = min 
subject to 
g(L!,&) = o 
(1) 
where C is the likelihood function, g’ the experimental values, 29 the paramet.ers, V the (at 
least partially) k nown variance-covariance matrix of data and g the nonlinear model. 
If g(&&) = o can be expressed as 
y = f(c, 29) where 
with negligible experimental errors on {z} expression (1) reduce to 
[$ - f(g, if),3 TV-l [g’ - f(ic, 2911 = min . 
Once the optimum values of 29 @*) h ave been determined either analytically or numeri- 
cally, it is possible to determine the variance-covariance matrix of & by letting {u’} change 
stochastically by a small amount 6~’ and computing the corresponding changes in 629. 
In fact, following Bard [l], we can write at convergence 
~~(2’ 9 w)le? = 0 
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and consequently 
where 62 are the changes brought about by 6~ in the optimal estimation of 2. 
If small changes in 6~ generate small 82, we can write 
and owing to the definition 
(where E indicates the averaging operator). We obtain in many cases 
v, N H-l. (3) 
In the monovariate case the useful approximation 
v. NC2 (T (ci$) (g)‘)-‘212*-1 
is obtained. 
Clearly this estimation will only be as good as the approximation it is based on. In 
particular it is necessary for relation (2) to hold true that in the range g* + 62, H does not 
change significantly. This depends clearly on both 6~ (whose values range between zero and 
the standard deviations of the variables) and the functional form of H. 
In the following paragraph, we shall consider two examples which demonstrate how the 
automatic computation of Va from the hessian matrix can lead to quite unreasonable esti- 
mates. 
A possible index to verify the validity of this approximation and an alternative procedure 
to compute statistical properties will be examined in the final paragraph. 
2. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. In the paper by Agarwai and Brick [2] an attempt is made to compute V, 
relative to the parameters {k, E, cr, /3} of the chemical kinetic model 
using as few as six data points. Using this case & (i.e., the amount by which the vectora 
-- 
changes when the vector g changes) can be very large and thus lead to significant deviation 
629’. Consequently the truncation of the expansion of @/ati after the first term is not 
acceptable. 
EXAMPLE 2. This case concerns a two equation econometric model given by [3]: 
~1 = fl(z, 9) = exp [e - 84x3/( 1+ 294)l 
~2 = ME,@ = exp[a+log 7951 
where a = 9i+tis~i+29at2+214 log (295 + exp[za/(l + 294)]}. We have to compute Vo relative 
to the parameters (291, Qs, &,294,295} assuming that the errors in y1 are independent of the 
errors in ~2. 
The maximum likelihood method reduces in this case to weighted least squares. The hessian 
matrix is computed using the Gauss-Newton approximation which proves to be quite effective 
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in the proximity of the solution. Two different stopping criteria were used, corresponding 
to two different accuracies. The results obtained in the two runs are reported in the Table 
I. 
Table 1 
I I FIRST RUN 1 SECOND RUN 1 
81 -.477457 E + 1 - .477429 E + 1 
92 1 -.569383 E - 2 1 -.569363 E - 2 
793 .600337 E 0 .600330 E 0 
& 528797 E + 1 .528770 E + 1 
9s .149821 E + 1 .149820 E + 1 
I I 
Ati, 1 .750968 E + 2 1 .318896 E 0 
A92 .283503 E - 1 .165440 E - 1 
AQ3 .893641 E 0 .509764 E 0 
A194 .695628 E + 2 .342633 E 0 
A95 1 .432966 E + 1 .117012 E 0 
Due to numerical sensivity the two solutions which are very close to each other, provide 
quite different values for the statistical properties of parameters, if computed using solution 
(3). In this case, the use of relation (3) leads to unreasonable results due to numerical 
artifacts in the computation of the hessian matrix. This anomalous behaviour is represented 
qualitatively in Fig. 1. The two sets (29;) and (da), though quite close to each other, give 
rise to quite different hessian matrices. 
3. AN ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE 
In both cases examined, relation (3) cannot be made use of for the computation of Vo. This 
would lead to unrealistic estimates of standard deviations of parameters and to suboptimal 
or even non optimal selection of experimental conditions, if the estimated matrix V8 is used 
for sequential experimental design. In the first case, this is due to an insufficient amount 
of experimental information. A convenient way for detecting the presence of this inconve- 
nience is to drop some data points (typically lo?“) o and repeat the estimation procedure. 
An unreasonable change of the hessian matrix indicates that the experimental information 
available is not adequate. In the second case, a continuous monitoring of det(H-‘) in the 
vicinity of the solution can help detect anomalous behaviours, like the one described. In 
all these cases, the computation of Ve must be carried out using an alternative procedure, 
typically a Monte Carlo method. To this purpose, suppose P(0, V,) is a multivariate normal 
distribution with mean zero and a variance-covariance matrix equal to VW and let 
Y = f@*,Ci) +Zi i= l,... ,n - - 
where 5 E P(0, VW) and n indicates the size of the original data set. Each new data set 
provides new optimum values for 29. 
By considering N of such replications, we obtain reliable estimates 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we warn against the unverified use of the hessian matrix of the likelihood 
function as a suitable approximation to the variance-covariance matrix of estimated pa- 
rameters. We provide suitable criteria to verify the validity of this approximation and a 
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Monte Carlo method as an alternative tool for the computation of statistical properties of 
parameters. 
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